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On multivariate modifications of Cramer Lund-
berg risk model with constant intensities
Abstract
The paper considers very general multivariate modifications of Cramer-
Lundberg risk model. The claims can be of different types and can arrive
in groups. The groups arrival processes within a type have constant in-
tensities. The counting groups processes are dependent multivariate com-
pound Poisson processes of type I. We allow empty groups and show that
in that case we can find stochastically equivalent Cramer-Lundberg model
with non-empty groups.
The investigated model generalizes the risk model with common shocks,
the Poisson risk process of order k, the Poisson negative binomial, the
Polya-Aeppli, the Polya-Aeppli of order k among others. All of them with
one or more types of polices.
The relations between the numerical characteristics and distributions
of the components of the risk processes are proven to be corollaries of the
corresponding formulae of the Cramer-Lundberg risk model.
Keywords: Cramer-Lundberg risk model, Multivariate risk processes, risk
process approximations.
Subject classification codes: primary 62P05, secondary 60G10.
1 Introduction
A basic model in collective insurance risk theory is the one, introduced by Filip
Lundberg [21] and Harald Cramer [4]. It is called Cramer-Lundberg risk model.
Google search engine finds approximately 173 000 results in 0,45 seconds, which
speaks about the popularity of this model. In the next section we remind the well
known facts about this model that we use further on. They can be found in many
textbooks in risk theory, e.g. Grandell [12], Embrechts, Klu¨ppelberg, Mikosch
[8]) Rolski, Schmidli, Schmidt, Teugels [31], Gerber [9]. However, addressing
of the possibly empty groups is not so well developed. In order to overcome
this gap, we consider possibly empty claims in Section 3. It can appear for
example if a claim arrive but the insurer decide that there is no enough reasons
to pay for it. We apply the previously mentioned results in the case when the
claims can be of different types and can arrive in groups(never mind possible
empty or not) and the inter-arrival times between groups are exponential and
independent identically distributed(i.i.d.). This model is discussed in Section 4.
In the end of the paper we show that the Poisson model with common shock
introduced in Cossette and Marceau [3] is its special case of the model defined
here, with a generalization of Marshall-Olkin arrival process [22, 23]. We would
obtain a stochastically equivalent of their model if no simultaneously empty
groups are possible, no more then one claim can form a group and d = 3.
Wang and Yuen [34] partially investigate and generalize the model of Cos-
sette and Marceau [3] for non-homogeneous group counting processes.
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Under the constrain that the claim sizes ar Erlang see Yuen, Guo, and Wu
[35].
In Sections 5 and 6 some particular cases follow. First we show that if the
claims of different types arrive in groups and the groups counting processes are
independent Compound Poisson processes with possibly different intensities we
obtain particular case of the model defined in Section 4.
In the last section we explain why our novel model of risk process, generalizes
the Compound Compound Poisson risk process, Poisson risk process of order
k, Poisson negative binomial, Polya-Aeppli and Polya-Aeppli of order k risk
models, introduced in series of works of Minkova, Kostadinova and Chukova[6,
17–20, 24, 25], the Poisson model with common shock introduced in Cossette
and Marceau [3] among others. All of them with one or more types of polices.
Through the paper lX denotes the Laplace - Stieltjes transform of the ran-
dom variable (r.v.) or the function X and gX is the probability generating
function(p.g.f.) of the r.v. X. Fn∗(x) is the n-th convolution of F , and by
convention F 0∗(x) = I{x ≥ 0}, x ∈ R.
2 The Cramer-Lundberg risk model - revisited
The Cramer-Lundberg risk model is usually described via the following condi-
tions (C1) - (C5). See Figure 2.
Fig. 1. The claim arrival process.
(C1) The clime sizes Y1, Y2, ... are positive independent identically distributed
(i.i.d.) random variables (r.vs.) having common non-lattice cumulative
distribution function (c.d.f.), with mean E(Y1) <∞ and variance D(Y1) ≤
∞.
(C2) The claims occur at random time points 0 < T1 < T2 < ... a.s. and by
convention T0 = 0.
(C3) The claims arrival process is defined as
N(t) = sup{k ∈ N : Tk ≤ t}, t > 0, sup ∅ = 0.
(C4) The inter-arrival times Xk = Tk−Tk−1, k = 1, 2, .. are i.i.d. exponentially
distributed with EX1 = 1λ , λ > 0.
(C5) The sequences X1, X2, ... and Y1, Y2, ... are independent.
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It is well known that condition (C4) is equivalent to the condition (C6)
(C6) N = {N(t) : t ≥ 0} is a homogeneous Poisson process(HPP) with intensity
λ > 0. Briefly N ∼ HPP (λ).
Usually the following two stochastic processes are related with the above
model.
S - the total claim amount process. More precisely it is the sum of the claims
that have occurred up to time t
S(t) = I{N(t) > 0}
N(t)∑
i=1
Yi, t ≥ 0.
R - the risk process R(t) = u+ ct− S(t), t ≥ 0, where c > 0 is the premium
income rate and u ≥ 0 is the initial capital.
From practical point of view, it is important to guarantee that the mean income
is bigger that the mean expenditures. Therefore the following characteristic is
a basic characteristics of the risk models
ρ = lim
t→∞
ER(t)
ES(t)
= lim
t→∞
u+ ct− ES(t)
ES(t)
=
c
λE(Y1)
− 1. (1)
It is called safety loading.
From insurer’s point of view, it is interesting to know the description of the
time of ruin. It depends on the initial capital u and is defined by
τ(u) = inf{t > 0 : R(t) < 0|R(0) = u}, u ≥ 0, inf∅ =∞.
The probability for ruin in ”infinite horizon”, also depends on u and
ψ(u) = P (τ(u) <∞|R(0) = u).
The corresponding survival probability is δ(u) = 1− ψ(u).
It is well known that the risk theory is closely related with the theory of
random walks. It can be shown that for Z0 = 0 and Zk =
∑k
i=1(Yi − cXi),
k = 1, 2, ...
ψ(u) = P(sup
i∈N
Zi > u). (2)
Therefore in order to obtain limu→∞ ψ(u) = 0 we need to impose the net profit
condition: ρ > 0, which is equivalent to the condition E(Y1 − cX1) < 0, and to
c > λE(Y1). (3)
Otherwise for any initial capital u ≥ 0, ψ(u) = 1. Because here we consider
”infinite horizon” everywhere we suppose that this condition is satisfied. In that
case it is well known that
ψ(0) =
1
1 + ρ
=
λE(Y1)
c
, δ(0) =
ρ
1 + ρ
. (4)
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Cor. 11.3.1., p. 471 in the book of Rolski, Schmidli, Schmidt, Teugels(2009)
[31] give us formula for E(τ(0)|τ(0) <∞) in the case when DY1 <∞
E(τ(0)|τ(0) <∞) = 1
2λρ
(
DY1
(EY1)2
+ 1
)
=
DY1 + (EY1)2
2EY1(c− λEY1) . (5)
The theory about these risk models can be developed from the following integro
differential equation:
δ′(u) =
δ(u)
(1 + ρ)EY1
− 1
(1 + ρ)EY1
∫ u
0
δ(u− y)dFY1(y). (6)
The solution of (6) satisfy the defective renewal equation
δ(u) = (1− ψ(0)) + ψ(0)
∫ u
0
δ(u− y)dFI(y). (7)
where FI(x) :=
1
E(Y1)
∫ x
0
(1− F (y))dy is the integrated tail c.d.f.(or the c.d.f. of
the equilibrium distribution of Y1) and F¯I(u) := 1− FI(u). Therefore
ψ(u) = ψ(0)F¯I(u)− ψ(0)
∫ u
0
ψ(u− y)dF¯I(y). (8)
and the solutions of (8) and (7) can be presented via the following Beekmans
convolution series [1] or Pollaczek - Khinchin [15, 30] formula, which claims
ψ(u) = (1− ψ(0))
∞∑
i=1
ψi(0)[1− F i∗I (u)], u ≥ 0. (9)
δ(u) = (1− ψ(0))
∞∑
i=0
ψi(0)F i∗I (u), u ≥ 0.
The above formulas (10) will be true for all multivariate models discussed in
the paper. They express the fact that, if we consider a sequence of independent
repetitions of an experiment, one trial is running a stochastically equivalent
random walk Z˜k of Zk and ”success” is ”supi∈N Z˜i = 0”, then the supi∈N Zi
coincides in distribution with sum of the final values in the sequence, before the
first ”success” happen. The probability for success in one trial is P (supi∈N Z˜i =
0) = δ(0). Therefore supi∈N Zi is a compound Geometrically distributed, with
parameter δ(0). Moreover if we denote the first upper record time of Z1, Z2, ...
by L(1). The distribution of the summands coincides with the value of ZL(1)
given ”ZL(1) > 0”, which is the distribution of the deficit at the time of ruin
with initial capital 0. More precisely
(ZL(1)|ZL(1) > 0) d= (−R(τ(0)+)|τ(0) <∞)
and
P(−R(τ(0)+) ≤ x|τ(0) <∞) = FI(x).
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Then
E(−R(τ(0)+)|τ(0) <∞) = EY
2
1
2EY1
= E(τ(0)|τ(0) <∞)(c− λEY1). (10)
The joint distribution of the severity of (deficit at) ruin and the risk surplus just
before the ruin with initial capital zero is:
P(−R(τ(0)+) > x,R(τ(0)−) > y|τ(0) <∞) = F¯I(x+ y). (11)
The distribution of the claim causing ruin is:
P(R(τ(0)−)−R(τ(0)+) ≤ x|τ(0) <∞) = 1
E(Y1)
∫ x
0
ydFY1(y). (12)
See e.g. Embrechts, Klu¨ppelberg, Mikosch [8].
The above considerations show that for initial capital zero we have explicit
formulae for the numerical characteristics if the Cramer-Lundberg model, how-
ever when we consider arbitrary strictly positive initial capital u, the situation
is not so simple. in that case, however we have explicit form of the Laplace -
Stieltjes transform of δ(u). It has the form
lδ(s) =
ρ
1+ρ
1− 11+ρ
(
1−lY1 (s)
sEY1
) . (13)
Moreover for all u ≥ 0, if G(u, y) = P(−R(τ(u)+) ≤ y, τ(u) <∞), then
G(0, y) = FI(y)ψ(0) =
λ
c
∫ y
0
F¯Y1(z)dz, (14)
∂
∂u
G(u, y) =
λ
c
[
G(u, y)−
∫ u
0
G(u− x, y)dFY1(x)− [FY1(u+ y)− FY1(u)]
]
,
(15)
and
G(u, y) =
λ
c
[∫ u
0
G(u− x, y)[1− FY1(x)]dx+
∫ u+y
u
[1− FY1(x)]dx
]
, u ≥ 0.
(16)
See Gerber and Shiu [10] or Klugman, Panjer and Willmot [16].
A relatively good approach to ψ(u) for arbitrary u ≥ 0 is via the so called
Lundberg exponent. Given, the small claim Cramer-Lundberg condition is sat-
isfied, or more precisely, if these exists the Cramer-Lundberg exponent  > 0:
Ee(Y1−cX1) = 1, (17)
or, which is the same, ∫ ∞
0
exdFI(x) = 1 + ρ, (18)
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then
ψ(u) =
e−u
E[e−[R(τ(u))−u]|τ(u) <∞] ≤ e
−u. (19)
The inequality (19) allows us to chose α ∈ (0, 1), then to determine  by
the equality  = − log(α)u . Given the distribution of Y1, by equation (18) we
can determine the safety loading ρ. Finally via (10) one can obtain the pre-
mium income rate c in such a way that  will be the Lundberg exponent of the
considered model and ψ(u) ≤ α. See Klugman, Panjer and Willmot [16].
If additionally ∫ ∞
0
xexdFI(x) <∞, (20)
then the following Cramer-Lundberg approximation of the probability of ruin
is true
lim
u→∞ e
uψ(u) =
ρ

∫∞
0
xexdFI(x)
. (21)
See e.g. Embrechts, Klu¨ppelberg, Mikosch [8].
The condition (20) seems to be very restrictive and is not satisfied by the
most of the distributions which can be met in practice. Therefore the following
result of Goldie and Klueppelberg [11] seems to be very useful. They state that
if the net profit condition is satisfied, the integrated tail distribution of Y1 is
subexponential if and only if δ(u) is subexponential and in that case we have
the following asymptotic of the probability of ruin
lim
u→∞
ψ(u)
F¯I(u)
=
1
ρ
. (22)
If the claim sizes belong to the distributional class with regularly varying tail,
then the random sum that express the total claim amount within a group will be
also regularly varying. Embrechts, Klueppelberg Mikosch [8] show that in that
case the integrated tail distribution of Y1 will be subexponential and we can
apply the above theorem. Moreover given the net profit condition is satisfied,
they show that it is sufficient that the distribution of the claim sizes belongs to
the class of dominantly varying distributions
D = {F c.d.f. on (0,∞) : lim sup
x→∞
F¯ (x/2)
F¯ (x)
<∞}
in order to achieve asymptotic (22).
The case, when the claim sizes are exponentially distributed with mean µ is
very well investigated. Then the equation (17) is solved and
 = µ(1− ψ(0)) = ρµ
1 + ρ
. (23)
The solution of (8) and explicit form of ψ(u) in (10) is
ψ(u) = ψ(0)e−u =
1
1 + ρ
e−u, u ≥ 0. (24)
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In that case it is easy to see that the solution of (7) and explicit form of δ(u) in
(10) is
δ(u) = 1− ψ(0)e−u = 1− 1
1 + ρ
e−u, u ≥ 0. (25)
The last two results seems to be obtained by Cramer [5]. For u ≥ 0,
E(τ(u)|τ(u) <∞) = c+ λu
c(cµ− λ) . (26)
See Rolski, Schmidli, Schmidt, Teugels [31].
The discussion on applicability of several approximations to probability of
sum of claims can be found in [36]. Risk related to dividends of insurance
companies is studied in [29].
3 Considerations on the Cramer-Lundberg risk
model with possibly empty claims
It is easy to generalize the above results for the case when Y1 is non-negative
r.v. with P (Y1 = 0) = p0 ≥ 0. In that case we need to replace the parameter
λ in the HPP in (C6) with λ(1 − p0). The last property of the HPPs is well
known as thinning(splitting) property of Poisson processes [7]. Here and further
on f.d.d. means ”in the sense of the finite dimensional distributions”. Although
the results in the following lemma are easy to obtain, they play an important
role in our next considerations.
Lemma 3.1 Assume λ˜ > 0, η1, η2, ... are i.i.d. non-negative r.vs. with
P(η1 = 0) = p0 ≥ 0 and N˜ ∼ HPP (λ˜), independent on η1, η2, .... Let Y1, Y2, ...
be i.i.d. positive r.vs. with P(Y1 ≤ x) = P(η1 ≤ x|η1 > 0). Suppose N ∼
HPP [λ˜(1− p0)], independent on Y1, Y2, .... Then
P(Y1 ≤ x) = P(η1 ≤ x)− p0
1− p0 , Ee
−xY1 =
Ee−xη1 − p0
1− p0 ,
EY1 =
Eη1
1− p0 , DY1 =
Dη1
1− p0 −
p0(Eη1)2
(1− p0)2 .
and
I{N˜(·) > 0}
N˜(·)∑
i=1
ηi
f.d.d.
= I{N(·) > 0}
N(·)∑
i=1
Yi.
Proof. The first equality follows from the definition of conditional probabil-
ity. Let us prove the second one.
Ee−xY1 =
∫ ∞
0+
e−xydP(η1 ≤ x|η1 > 0) =
∫ ∞
0+
e−xyd
P(η1 ≤ x)
1− p0 =
Ee−xη1 − p0
1− p0 .
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In order to compare the distributions, for all t ≥ 0 we use the uniqueness of the
correspondence between the distribution and its Laplace - Stieltjes transform.
Ee−xI{N˜(t)>0}
∑N˜(t)
i=1 ηi = e−λ˜t(1−Ee
−xη1 ) = e−λ˜t(1−p0)(
1−Ee−xη1
1−p0 ) =
= e−λ˜t(1−p0)(
1−Ee−xη1±p0
1−p0 ) =
= e−λ˜t(1−p0)(1−
Ee−xη1−p0
1−p0 ) =
= e−λ˜t(1−p0)(1−Ee
−xY1 ) = Ee−xI{N(t)>0}
∑N(t)
i=1 Yi .
Due to the independence and homogeneity of the additive increments of ho-
mogeneous Poisson process, the analogous equalities could be proven for the
additive increments and consequently for all finite dimensional distributions.
Therefore if the claims in the model C1 − C6 are possibly empty, we can
find a stochastically equivalent Cramer-Lundberg model without empty claims,
and applying the well known formulae for that model we obtain the numerical
characteristics of the model C1−C6 with possibly empty claims. In our consid-
erations instead of only one claim Y1 we will be the total claim amount within
a group, and the claims will be possible to have d ∈ N different types.
4 The Cramer-Lundberg model with d types of
business, and with multivariate compound Pois-
son of type I groups arrival process.
Let us now assume that the claims are of d ∈ N different types and it is pos-
sible they arrive in groups. Denote by
−→˜
Y ij the j-th claim size within i-th
group, i, j = 1, 2, .... Due to our assumption that d types of claims are possi-
ble,
−→˜
Y ij is a random vector,
−→˜
Y ij = (Y˜ij1, Y˜ij2, ...., Y˜ijd), where Y˜ijs represents
j-th claim size of type s, within i-th group, s = 1, 2, ..., d. By assumption
P(
−→˜
Y ij = (0, 0, ..., 0)) = 0. The claim amounts within a group are independent
on the inter-arrival times between groups. The claim sizes of a given type are
assumed to be i.i.d. Therefore Y˜ijs
d
= Y˜11s for all i, j ∈ N and in cases when it
is clear we will skip the first index.
N˜(t) is the number of groups, inclusively possibly empty groups, that have
occurred up to time t > 0. On Figure 4 the first four lines represent an exam-
ple of groups arrival processes in the insurance company. Separate diamonds
represent individual claims. They are of four different types. The first line is
for the groups of claims of the first type. The second line describes the ar-
rivals of the groups of claims of the second type. The third row is for the third
type and the forth depicts the arrivals of the claims of the fourth type. The
last row represents the merging of these Poisson processes. More theory about
transformations of Poisson processes can be found e.g. in [7].
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Fig. 2. Example of a claim arrival processes with Multivariate compound Poisson of
type I counting process and d = 4.
We assume that N˜ = {N˜(t) : t ≥ 0} is a homogeneous Poisson process with
intensity λ˜.−→˜
U i is the number of claims within i-th group. Assume that the random
vectors
−→˜
U i = (U˜i1, U˜i2, ..., U˜id), i = 1, 2, ... are i.i.d. and independent on N˜ .
The s-th coordinate of this vector represents the number of claims within i-th
group and of type s = 1, 2, ..., d. On the outcome depicted on Figure 4 the
vector
−→˜
U 1 has coordinates U˜11 = 0, U˜12 = 0, U˜13 = 3, U˜14 = 2, d = 4. The
vector
−→˜
U 2 has coordinates U˜11 = 0, U˜12 = 4, U˜13 = 0, U˜14 = 4 and so on.
Denote by p0 = P(U˜11 = 0, U˜12 = 0, ..., U˜1d = 0) ≥ 0, gU1s(z) = EzU1s ,
gU˜1s(z) = Ez
U˜1s and by
−→
U i = (Ui1, Ui2, ..., Uid) =
= (U˜i1, U˜i2, ..., U˜id|(U˜i1, U˜i2, ..., U˜id) 6= (0, 0, ..., 0)), i = 1, 2, ...
We need to satisfy the no-empty claims requirement in the Cramer-Lundberg
model. Therefore we consider also thinned Poisson process N = {N(t) : t ≥ 0}
which counts only the non-empty groups. Due to the independence between
N˜(t) and
−→˜
U 1,
−→˜
U 2, ..., it is well known that N is a HPP process with intensity
λ = λ˜[1−p0] and the random vectors −→U 1,−→U 2, ..., are also i.i.d. and independent
on N . It is easy to obtain the relations between the numerical characteristics of−→˜
U 1 and
−→
U 1 therefore we will skip the proof of the next result.
Lemma 4.1 For s = 1, 2, ..., d,
EU1s =
EU˜1s
1− p0 , gU1s(z) =
gU˜1s(z)− p0
1− p0 , DU1s =
DU˜1s
1− p0 −
p0(EU˜1s)2
(1− p0)2 .
Denote by
−→
N c the number of claims of different types that have occurred up
to time t > 0 without counting the empty groups. Then this is a vector-valued
process
−→
N c = {−→N c(t) : t ≥ 0} and its s-th coordinate is
Nc,s(t) = I{N(t) > 0}
N(t)∑
i=1
Uis, s = 1, 2, ..., d.
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It represents the number of claims of type s that have occurred up to time t > 0.
It order to be able to count also the empty groups we consider the vector valued
process
−→˜
N c = {
−→˜
N c(t) : t ≥ 0}
N˜c,s(t) = I{N˜(t) > 0}
N˜(t)∑
i=1
U˜is, s = 1, 2, ..., d.
On the realization depicted on Figure 4, N˜c,1(t) ≥ 9, N˜c,2(t) ≥ 12, N˜c,3(t) ≥ 8
and N˜c,s(t) ≥ 15.
Having in mind Lemma 3.1 we obtain that these two processes are stochas-
tically equivalent in the sense of the equality of their finite dimensional distri-
butions (f.d.ds).
Lemma 4.2 N˜c
f.d.d.
= Nc.
Proof. First let us consider the univariate marginals. For all t ≥ 0 we can
check the equality between the corresponding p.g.fs. The p.g.f. of the compound
Poisson process is well known. Using its form and Lemma 4.1. we obtain
EzI{N(t)>0}
∑N(t)
i=1 Uis = e−λ˜(1−p0)t(1−gU1s (z)) = e−λ˜(1−p0)t(1−
g
U˜1s
(z)−p0
1−p0 ) =
= e−λ˜t(1−gU˜1s (z)) = EzI{N˜(t)>0}
∑N˜(t)
i=1 U˜is , s = 1, 2, ..., d.
Due to the independence and homogeneity of the additive increments of homoge-
neous Poisson process, the analogous equalities could be proven for the additive
increments and consequently for all their finite dimensional distributions. .
Particular cases of the counting process
−→˜
N c are investigated by many au-
thors. These processes coincide with Compound Poisson processes with non-
negative integer valued summands. For
−→˜
U 1
• Multinomial;
• Negative multinomial or in particular multivariate geometric;
• Shifted negative binomial and in particular Shifted geometric or
• Poisson
distributed the time intersections of these processes are investigated in 1962,
by G. Smith [32]. The particular case, when the
−→
U 1 are Shifted multivariate
geometric on the set of natural numbers, is investigated in series of papers of
Minkova and Balakrishnan [26, 27].
In order to reduce this model to the Cramer-Lundberg model let us denote
the total claim amount within i-th group, i = 1, 2, ... by
Yi =
d∑
s=1
I{Uis > 0}
Uis∑
j=1
Y˜ijs.
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These r.vs. are strictly positive, i.i.d., having common non-lattice c.d.f., with
mean
E(Y1) =
d∑
s=1
EU1sEY˜11s =
d∑
s=1
EU˜1s
1− p0EY˜11s <∞.
In case, when the coordinates of
−→˜
Y 111 are independent
D(Y1) =
d∑
s=1
[
DU˜1s
1− p0 −
p0(EU˜1s)2
(1− p0)2
]
(EY˜11s)2 +
d∑
s=1
EU˜1s
1− p0DY˜11s ≤ ∞.
In case when we have only one possible type, i.e. d = 1
FI Y1 =
[
FI U˜11 − p0EU˜11
1− p0
]
EY˜11 + FI Y˜11.
If we take into account also the empty groups(for example if a claim of a group
occur but finally it turns out that there is no real reason to pay for it) it is clear
that
Y˜i =
d∑
s=1
I{U˜is > 0}
U˜is∑
j=1
Y˜ijs, i = 1, 2, ...
P(Y˜i = 0) = p0 ≥ 0 and their mean is
E(Y˜1) =
d∑
s=1
EU˜1sEY˜11s = E(Y1)(1− p0) <∞.
Denote the c.d.f. of Y˜11s with Fs. Then for x ≥ 0,
FY1(x) =
R1∑
u1=L1
...
Rd∑
ud=Ld
P(
d∑
s=1
I{us > 0}
us∑
j=1
Y˜1js ≤ x)P(U11 = u1, ..., U1d = ud).
In case when the coordinates of
−→˜
Y 111 are independent we can use the convolution
operator and
FY1(x) =
R1∑
u1=L˜1
...
Rd∑
ud=L˜d
Fu1∗1 ∗ Fu2∗2 ∗ ... ∗ Fud∗d (x) (27)
.
P (U˜11 = u1, ..., U˜1d = ud)
1− p0 −
p0
1− p0 =
FY˜1(x)− p0
1− p0 ,
where 0 ≤ L˜s and R˜s are correspondingly the lower and the upper end points of
the distribution of U˜1s, and 0 ≤ Ls and Rs = R˜s are correspondingly the lower
and the upper end points of the distribution of U1s, s = 1, 2, ..., d.
11
F¯Y1(x) =
=
R1∑
u1=L˜1
...
Rd∑
ud=L˜d
[1− Fu1∗1 ∗ Fu2∗2 ∗ ... ∗ Fud∗d (x)]
P (U˜11 = u1, ..., U˜1d = ud)
1− p0 =
=
F¯Y˜1(x)
1− p0 .
The independence between the coordinates is used here only for making con-
volution between the c.d.fs of the coordinates. However it is important for the
following form of the Laplace - Stieltjes transform
lY1(s) =
gU˜11,...,U˜1d(lY˜111(s), lY˜112(s), ..., lY˜11d(s))− p0
1− p0 = (28)
=
lY˜1(s)− p0
1− p0 .
And it turns out that the integrated tail distributions of Y1 and Y˜1 coincide.
Their Laplace - Stieltjes transforms are
lFI,Y1 (s) =
1
EY1
∫ ∞
0
e−syF¯Y1(y)dy =
1− lY1(s)
sEY1
=
=
1− gU11,...,U1d(lY˜111(s), lY˜112(s), ..., lY˜11d(s))
s
∑d
i=1 EU1sEY˜11s
=
=
1− gU˜11,...,U˜1d (lY˜111 (s),lY˜112 (s),...,lY˜11d (s))−p01−p0
s
∑d
i=1 EU1sEY˜11s
=
=
1− gU˜11,...,U˜1d(lY˜111(s), lY˜112(s), ..., lY˜11d(s))
s(1− p0)
∑d
i=1 EU1sEY˜11s
=
=
1− gU˜11,...,U˜1d(lY˜111(s), lY˜112(s), ..., lY˜11d(s))
s
∑d
i=1 EU˜1sEY˜11s
= lFI,Y˜1
(s).
The last means that both Y1 and Y˜1 have equal in distribution equilibrium(or
integrated tail) distributions.
The total claim amount up to time t then can be presented by the traditional
equality of the Cramer-Lundberg model. It is
S(t) = I{N(t) > 0}
N(t)∑
i=1
Yi = I{N(t) > 0}
N(t)∑
i=1
d∑
s=1
I{Uis > 0}
Uis∑
j=1
Y˜ijs
d
=
d∑
s=1
I{Nc,s(t) > 0}
Nc,s(t)∑
i=1
Y˜is
d
=
d∑
s=1
I{N˜c,s(t) > 0}
N˜c,s(t)∑
i=1
Y˜is,
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where Y˜is, i = 1, 2, ... are i.i.d. auxiliary or renumbered random variables in the
same probability space, which coincide in distribution with Y˜11s.
Consider the following Risk process
R(t) = u+ ct− S(t). (29)
It is obviously a particular case of the Cramer-Lundberg model. Thus we de-
rive general formulae for the numerical characteristics and relate them with
probabilities of ruin in this model.
The safety loading is
ρ =
c
λ
∑d
s=1 EU1sEY˜1s
− 1 = c
λ˜
∑d
s=1 EU˜1sEY˜1s
− 1. (30)
In general, by (3) the net profit condition: ρ > 0, is equivalent to
c > λ
d∑
s=1
EU1sEY˜1s ⇔ c > λ˜
d∑
s=1
EU˜1sEY˜1s (31)
Equality (10) gives immediately
ψ(0) =
λ
c
d∑
s=1
EU1sEY˜1s, δ(0) = 1− λ
c
d∑
s=1
EU1sEY˜1s. (32)
In case when the coordinates of
−→˜
Y 111 are independent, the distribution of
the deficit at the time of ruin, given that ruin with initial capital zero has the
following distribution
P(−R(τ(0)+) ≤ x|τ(0) <∞) = FI,Y1(x) =
1
EY1
∫ x
0
F¯Y1(y)dy =
=
1
EY1
R1∑
u1=L1
...
Rd∑
ud=Ld
P (U11 = u1, ..., U1d = ud)
∫ x
0
[1−Fu1∗1 ∗ ... ∗Fud∗d (y)]dy =
=
1
(1− p0)EY1
R1∑
u1=L˜1
...
Rd∑
ud=L˜d
P (U˜11 = u1, ..., U˜1d = ud)
∫ x
0
[1− Fu1∗1 ∗ ...
∗Fud∗d (y)]dy =
=
1
EY˜1
∫ x
0
[1− FY˜1(y)]dy = FI,Y˜1(x). (33)
The independence between the coordinates is used here only for making convo-
lution between the c.d.fs of the coordinates.
We receive for its expectation
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E(−R(τ(0)+)|τ(0) <∞) =
=
∑d
s=1 EU˜1sEY˜11s
2(1− p0) +
∑d
s=1
[
DU˜1s − p01−p0 (EU˜1s)2
]
(EY˜11s)2 +
∑d
s=1 EU˜1sDY˜11s
2
(∑d
s=1 EU˜1sEY˜11s
) .
For d = 1 one can easily obtain
E(−R(τ(0)+)|τ(0) <∞) = 1
2
[
(FIU˜11 + EU˜11)EY˜11 + FIY˜11
]
.
For DY˜1s < ∞ and DU1s < ∞, d = 1, 2, ..., d the equation (5) gives us
immediately
E(τ(0)|τ(0) <∞) =
=
∑d
s=1
[
DU˜1s − p01−p0 (EU˜1s)2
]
(EY˜11s)2 +
∑d
s=1 EU˜1sDY˜11s +
1
1−p0
(∑d
s=1 EU˜1sEY˜11s
)2
2
(
c− λ˜∑ds=1 EU˜1sEY˜1s)(∑ds=1 EU˜1sEY˜11s) .
And for d = 1
E(τ(0)|τ(0) <∞) =
=
(FIU11 + EU11)EY˜11s + FIY˜11
2
(
c− λEU11EY˜11
) = (FIU˜11 + EU˜11)EY˜11 + FIY˜11
2
(
c− λ˜EU˜11EY˜11
) .
Formulas (11) and (33) imply that the joint distribution of the severity of
(deficit at) ruin and the risk surplus just before the ruin with initial capital zero
is:
P(−R(τ(0)+) > x,R(τ(0)−) > y|τ(0) <∞) =
=
1∑d
s=1 EU˜1sEY˜11s
R1∑
u1=L˜1
...
Rd∑
ud=L˜d
P (U˜11 = u1, ..., U˜1d = ud)
∫ ∞
x+y
[1− Fu1∗1 ∗ Fu2∗2 ∗ ... ∗ Fud∗d (z)]dz.
The distribution of the claim causing ruin (12) in this case is
P(R(τ(0)−)−R(τ(0)+) ≤ x|τ(0) <∞) =
=
1∑d
s=1 EU˜1sEY˜11s
R1∑
u1=L˜1
...
Rd∑
ud=L˜d
P (U˜11 = u1, ..., U˜1d = ud)
∫ x
0
ydFu1∗1 ∗
∗Fu2∗2 ∗ ... ∗ Fud∗d (x).
For u > 0, using formula (6), (10) and the form of the c.d.f. (27) we obtain
δ′(u) =
λ
c
δ(u)− R1∑
u1=L˜1
...
Rd∑
ud=L˜d
P (U˜11 = u1, ..., U˜1d = ud)
1− p0
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∫ u
0
δ(u− y)dFu1∗1 ∗ ... ∗ Fud∗d (x)
]
(34)
Equations (7) and (8) imply that the solution of (34) satisfy the defective
renewal equation
δ(u) = 1− λ
c
d∑
s=1
EU1sEY˜1s +
λ
c
R1∑
u1=L1
...
Rd∑
ud=Ld
P (U11 = u1, ..., U1d = ud)
∫ u
0
δ(u− y)[1− Fu1∗1 ∗ ... ∗ Fud∗d (y)]dy.
and
ψ(u) =
λ˜
c
R1∑
u1=L˜1
...
Rd∑
ud=L˜d
P (U˜11 = u1, ..., U˜1d = ud)
∫ x
0
[1−Fu1∗1 ∗...∗Fud∗d (y)]dy−
− λ˜
c
R1∑
u1=L˜1
...
Rd∑
ud=L˜d
P (U˜11 = u1, ..., U˜1d = ud)
∫ u
0
ψ(u−y)[1−Fu1∗1 ∗...∗Fud∗d (y)]dy.
In case when the coordinates for
−→˜
Y 1 are independent the equations (28),
(13), and (30) allow us to obtain a general formula for the Laplace - Stieltjes
transform of δ(u)
lδ(s) =
1− λc
∑d
s=1 EU1sEY˜1s
1− λcs
(
1− gU˜11,...,U˜1d (lY˜111 (s),lY˜112 (s),...,lY˜11d (s))−p01−p0 )
) =
=
1− λc
∑d
s=1 EU1sEY˜1s
1− λ˜cs
[
1− gU˜11,...,U˜1d(lY˜111(s), lY˜112(s), ..., lY˜11d(s)
] .
By formula (14)
G(0, y) =
=
λ˜
c
R1∑
u1=L˜1
...
Rd∑
ud=L˜d
P (U˜11 = u1, ..., U˜1d = ud)
∫ x
0
[1− Fu1∗1 ∗ ... ∗ Fud∗d (y)]dy
Moreover
G(u, y) =
λ˜
c
 R1∑
u1=L˜1
...
Rd∑
ud=L˜d
P (U˜11 = u1, ..., U˜1d = ud)
∫ u
0
G(u− x, y)[1−
−Fu1∗1 ∗ ... ∗ Fud∗d (x)]dx+
R1∑
u1=L˜1
...
Rd∑
ud=L˜d
P (U˜11 = u1, ..., U˜1d = ud)
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∫ u+y
u
[1− Fu1∗1 ∗ Fu2∗2 ∗ ... ∗ Fud∗d (x)]dx
]
, u ≥ 0.
For this model, the small claim condition means that there exists the Cramer-
Lundberg exponent  > 0:
gU˜11,...,U˜1d(lY˜111(−), lY˜112(−), ..., lY˜11d(−)) =
c
λ˜
+ 1.
and for this  the inequality (19), that is ψ(u) ≤ e−u is satisfied and choosing
α ∈ (0, 1) we can find appropriate premium income rate c, such that ψ(u) ≤ α.
If additionally
R1∑
u1=L˜1
...
Rd∑
ud=L˜d
P(U˜11 = u1, ..., U˜1d = ud)
∫ ∞
0
xex[1−Fu1∗1 ∗...∗Fud∗d (x)]dx <∞,
then the following Cramer-Lundberg approximation of the probability of ruin
holds
lim
u→∞ e
uψ(u) =
c− λ˜∑ds=1 EU1sEY˜1s
λ˜
R1∑
u1=L˜1
...
Rd∑
ud=L˜d
P(U˜11 = u1, ..., U˜1d = ud)
∫ ∞
0
xex[1− Fu1∗1 ∗ ... ∗ Fud∗d (x)]dx.
If Y1 belongs to the class D of dominatedly varying distributions then, given
the net profit condition is satisfied, we can use the asymptotic (22) and obtain
that
lim
u→∞
ψ(u)∑R1
u1=L˜1
...
∑Rd
ud=L˜d
P (U˜11 = u1, ..., U˜1d = ud)
∫∞
u
[1− Fu1∗1 ∗ ... ∗ Fud∗d (z)]dz
=
=
λ˜
c− λ˜∑ds=1 EU˜1sEY˜1s .
To this class belong the most of the claim size distributions that can be met in
practice, e.g. Pareto distribution, log-gamma, log-normal, Burr, Weibull with
parameter less than 1, Banktander-type-I and type II. For more extensive dis-
cussion of the distributions from class D see Embrechts, Klueppelberg, Mikosch
[8].
5 The case when the counting group processes
are independent homogeneous Poisson processes
In this section we suppose that the numbers of groups of claims that have
occurred up to time t > 0, inclusively possibly empty groups are independent
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homogeneous Poisson processes and we reduce this model to the model discussed
in Section 4.
Denote by N˜1(t), N˜2(t), ..., N˜d(t) the numbers of groups of different types
1, 2, ..., d that have occurred up to time t > 0. See Figure 5 for d = 4. The first
line depicts the arrival process of the groups of claims of the first type. The
second line is for the moments of arrivals of the groups of the second type. In
analogous way for the third and the fourth line. The last line represents the
merging of these arrival processes.
Fig. 3. The claim arrival processes, when the counting group processes are
independent.
Assume that these processes are independent and in order to obtain a partic-
ular case of the Cramer-Lundberg model we assume that N˜s = {N˜s(t) : t ≥ 0}
are independent HPPs with intensity λ˜i, s = 1, 2, ..., d. Because of these pro-
cesses are stochastically continuous and independent simultaneous jumps are
almost sure not possible. Therefore in this model it is almost sure not possi-
ble groups of two or more types of claims to arrive simultaneously. From the
theory of Poisson processes (see e.g. [7]) it is well known that the merging of
N˜1(t), N˜2(t), ..., N˜d(t) is a N˜ ∼ HPP (λ˜1 + λ˜2 + ... + λ˜d). Obviously this and
the previous model coincide for d = 1.
Let
−→˜
U i be the number of claims within i-th group. The random vectors−→˜
U i = (U˜i1, U˜i2, ..., U˜id), i = 1, 2, ... are i.i.d. Their coordinates are non-negative
integer valued r.vs. The s-th coordinate represents the number of claims within
i-th group and of type s = 1, 2, ..., d. On Figure 5 d = 4 and for the outcome of
the experiment depicted there the vector
−→˜
U 1 has coordinates U˜11 = 0, U˜12 = 0,
U˜13 = 3, U˜14 = 0. The vector
−→˜
U 2 has coordinates U˜11 = 0, U˜12 = 4, U˜13 = 0,
U˜14 = 0 and so on.
We would like to show that this model is a particular case of the model
discussed in the previous sections and therefore it is a particular case of the
Cramer-Lundberg model. Analogous reduction to the following is done e.g. in [3,
34, 35] among others. In order not to lose information about the initial processes
and having the merging of these Poisson processes to be able to describe the
type of the group which arrives it time t > 0 and is counted by N˜ , for any
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fixed i = 1, 2, ..., we denote by Ai1, Ai2, ..., Aid stochastically equivalent and
independent partitions of the sample space Ω. More precisely these event are
mutually exclusive and for all i = 1, 2, ...
d⋃
s=1
Ais = Ω, P(Ais) =
λ˜s
λ˜1 + λ˜2 + ...+ λ˜d
, s = 1, 2, ..., d.
Denote by
p0 = P(I{A11}U˜i1 = 0, I{A12}U˜i2 = 0, ..., I{A1d}U˜id = 0) =
=
∑d
s=1 P(U˜1s = 0)λ˜s
λ˜1 + λ˜2 + ...+ λ˜d
the probability that given a group arrived it to be empty. In order to satisfy
the non-empty claim requirement in the Cramer-Lundberg model we consider
also the random vectors−→
U i = (Ui1, Ui2, ..., Uid) = (I{Ai1}U˜i1, I{Ai2}U˜i2, ..., I{Aid}U˜id|
|(I{Ai1}U˜i1, I{Ai2}U˜i2, ..., I{Aid}U˜id) 6= (0, 0, ..., 0))
for i = 1, 2, ... which count the claims in the simultaneously non-empty groups.
Then the random vectors
−→
U 1,
−→
U 2, ..., are i.i.d. Their distribution and numerical
characteristics are described in the following lemma.
Lemma 5.1 Let 0 < Ls and Rs be correspondingly the lower and the upper
end points of the distribution of U1s, s = 1, 2, ..., d. For s = 1, 2, ..., d and
us ∈ N,
P(U11 = 0, ..., U1s−1 = 0, U1s = us, U1s+1 = 0, ..., U1d = 0) =
=
λ˜sP(U˜1s = us)
(λ˜1 + ...+ λ˜d)(1− p0)
.
And the last probability is equal to zero in other cases.
EU1s =
λ˜sEU˜1s∑d
j=1 λ˜j [1− P(U˜1j = 0)]
, gU1s(z) = 1−
λ˜s[1− gU˜1s(z)]
λ˜1 + λ˜2 + ...+ λ˜d
,
DU1s =
λ˜s{DU˜1s + (EU˜1s)2}
(1− p0)(λ˜1 + λ˜2 + ...+ λ˜d)
− λ˜
2
s(EU˜1s)2
(1− p0)2(λ˜1 + λ˜2 + ...+ λ˜d)2
.
gU11,...,U1d(z1, ..., zd) =
∑d
s=1 λ˜sgU˜1s(z)
(1− p0)(λ˜1 + λ˜2 + ...+ λ˜d)
− p0
(1− p0) .
Proof: P(U11 = 0, ..., U1s−1 = 0, U1s = us, U1s+1 = 0, ..., U1d = 0) =
= P[I{A11}U˜11 = 0, ..., I{A1s−1}U˜1s−1 = 0, I{A1s}U˜1s = us,
I{A1s+1}U˜1s+1 = 0, ..., I{A1d}U˜id = 0|(I{A11}U˜11, ...,
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I{A1d}U˜1d) 6= (0, 0, ..., 0)] =
=
P[I{A11}U˜11 = 0, ..., I{A1s−1}U˜1s−1 = 0, I{A1s}U˜1s = us,
P[(I{A11}U˜11, I{A12}U˜12, ..., I{A1d}U˜1d) 6= (0, 0, ..., 0)]
I{A1s+1}U˜1s+1 = 0, ..., I{A1d}U˜id = 0]
=
=
P(As1)P(U˜1s = us)
1− p0 =
λ˜sP(U˜1s = us)
(λ˜1 + ...+ λ˜d)(1− p0)
.
And the last probability is equal to zero in other cases.
EU1s =
λ˜sEU˜1s
(λ˜1 + λ˜2 + ...+ λ˜d)(1− p0)
=
λ˜sEU˜1s∑d
j=1 λ˜j [1− P(U˜1j = 0)]
,
gU1s(z) =
gI{A1s}U˜1s(z)− p0
1− p0 = 1−
λ˜s[1− gU˜1s(z)]
λ˜1 + λ˜2 + ...+ λ˜d
,
DU1s =
D[I{A1s}U˜1s]
1− p0 −
p0(E[I{A1s}U˜1s])2
(1− p0)2 =
=
λ˜s{DU˜1s + (EU˜1s)2}
(1− p0)(λ˜1 + λ˜2 + ...+ λ˜d)
− λ˜
2
s(EU˜1s)2
(1− p0)2(λ˜1 + λ˜2 + ...+ λ˜d)2
.
gU11,...,U1d(z1, ..., zd) =
∑d
s=1 λ˜s[gU˜1s(z)− p0]
(1− p0)(λ˜1 + λ˜2 + ...+ λ˜d)
=
=
∑d
s=1
λ˜s
λ˜1+λ˜2+...+λ˜d
gU˜1s(z)− p0
1− p0 =
∑d
s=1 λ˜sgU˜1s(z)
(1− p0)(λ˜1 + λ˜2 + ...+ λ˜d)
− p0
(1− p0) .
.
Assume that the claim counting process {N˜c(t) : t ≥ 0}, inclusively empty
claims, is such that
(N˜c,1(t), ..., N˜c,d(t)) =
I{N˜1(t) > 0} N˜1(t)∑
i=1
U˜i1, ..., I{N˜d(t) > 0}
N˜d(t)∑
i=1
U˜id
 .
Assume independence between N˜(t) and
−→˜
U 1,
−→˜
U 2, ....
In order to satisfy non-empty requirement of the claims Y1, Y2, ... in the
Cramer-Lundberg model we consider also the Poisson processes N = {N(t) :
t ≥ 0} which counts the merging of N˜1(t), N˜2(t), ..., N˜d(t) and does not count
empty groups. The resulting process N is thinned process of N˜ . More precisely
N ∼ HPP [(λ˜1 + λ˜2 + ...+ λ˜d)(1−p0)]. It is independent on the random vectors
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−→
U 1,
−→
U 2, ... Then the number of non-empty claims up to time t > 0 is described
by the vector-valued processes
−→
N c = {−→N c(t) : t ≥ 0}
(Nc,1(t), ..., Nc,d(t)) =
I{N(t) > 0}N(t)∑
i=1
Ui1, ..., I{N(t) > 0}
N(t)∑
i=1
Uid
 .
Analogously to Lemma 4.2. we obtain that the vector valued processes N˜c and
Nc coincide in the sense of the f.d.ds.
Lemma 5.2. (Nc,1, ..., Nc,d)
f.d.d.
= (N˜c,1, ..., N˜c,d).
Proof. Let t > 0.
E
[
z
N˜c,1(t)
1 ...z
N˜c,d(t)
d
]
=
= E
[
z
I{N˜1(t)>0}
∑N˜1(t)
i=1 U˜i1
1 ...z
I{N˜d(t)>0}
∑N˜d(t)
i=1 U˜id
d
]
= e−λ˜1t[1−gU˜11 (z1)]...e−λ˜dt[1−gU˜1d (zd)]
= e
−(λ˜1+...+λ˜d)(1−p0)t

1− λ˜1
λ˜1+λ˜2+...+λ˜d
g
U˜11
(z1)+...+
λ˜d
λ˜1+λ˜2+...+λ˜d
g
U˜1d
(zd)±p0
1−p0

= e
−(λ˜1+...+λ˜d)(1−p0)t
1−
λ˜1
λ˜1+λ˜2+...+λ˜d
g
U˜11
(z1)+...+
λ˜d
λ˜1+λ˜2+...+λ˜d
g
U˜1d
(zd)−p0
1−p0

= lN(t)

∑d
s=1
λ˜s
λ˜1+λ˜2+...+λ˜d
gU˜1s(zs)− p0
1− p0

= gN(t)(gU11,...,U1d(z1, ..., zd))
= g
IN(t)>0
∑N(t)
i=1 Ui1,...,IN(t)>0
∑N(t)
i=1 Uid
(z1, ..., zd) = E
[
z
Nc,1(t)
1 ...z
Nc,d(t)
d
]
.
Due to the independence and homogeneity of the additive increments of homoge-
neous Poisson process, the analogous equalities could be proven for the additive
increments and consequently for all finite dimensional distributions. .
Denote by
−→˜
Y ij the j-th claim size within i-th group, i, j = 1, 2, .... Due
to our assumption that d types of claims are possible,
−→˜
Y ij is a random vector,−→˜
Y ij = (Y˜ij1, Y˜ij2, ...., Y˜ijd), where Y˜ijs represents j-th claim size of type s, within
i-th group, s = 1, 2, ..., d. By assumption F−→˜
Y ij
(0, 0, ..., 0) = 0. The claim
amounts within a group are independent on the inter-arrival times between
groups. The claim sizes of a given type are assumed to be i.i.d. Therefore
Y˜ijs
d
= Y˜11s for all i, j ∈ N and in cases when it is clear we will skip the first
index.
The total claim amount up to time t is
S(t) = I{N(t) > 0}
N(t)∑
i=1
Yi = I{N(t) > 0}
N(t)∑
i=1
d∑
s=1
I{Uis > 0}
Uis∑
j=1
Y˜ijs
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d
=
d∑
s=1
I{Nc,s(t) > 0}
Nc,s(t)∑
i=1
Y˜is
d
=
d∑
s=1
I{N˜c,s(t) > 0}
N˜c,s(t)∑
i=1
Y˜is,
where Y˜is, i = 1, 2, ... are i.i.d. auxiliary or renumbered random variables in the
same probability space, which coincide in distribution with Y˜11s.
Now we reduced the considered process to the Cramer-Lundberg Risk model
R(t) = u+ ct− S(t). (35)
where c > 0 is the premium income rate and u ≥ 0 is the initial capital.
Let us now, using the results for the Cramer-Lundberg model to derive
general formulae for the numerical characteristics and related with them prob-
abilities for ruin in this model.
Theorem 5.1. The risk process defined in (35) is a particular case of
Cramer-Lundberg risk process with initial capital u and premium income rate
c. Moreover
a.) the intensity of the corresponding homogeneous Poisson counting process
described in (C3) and (C6) is
λ = (λ˜1 + λ˜2 + ...+ λ˜d)(1− p0) =
d∑
s=1
[1− P(U˜1s = 0)]λ˜s.
b.) The total claim amount within i-th group, i = 1, 2, ... is
Yi
d
= I{Ui1 > 0}
Ui1∑
j=1
Y˜ij1 + ...+ I{Uid > 0}
Uid∑
j=1
Y˜ijd,
and these r.vs. are strictly positive, i.i.d., having common non-lattice
c.d.f., and if EY˜11s <∞ and EU˜1s <∞, d = 1, 2, ..., d their mean is
E(Y1) =
d∑
s=1
λ˜sEU˜1s
(λ˜1 + ...+ λ˜d)(1− p0)
EY˜11s <∞.
In case, when the coordinates of
−→˜
Y 111 are independent
E(ezY1) =
d∑
s=1
λ˜sgU˜1s(E(e
zY˜1s))− P(U˜1s = 0)
(λ˜1 + λ˜2 + ...+ λ˜d)(1− p0)
.
If DY˜11s <∞ and DU˜1s <∞, d = 1, 2, ..., d, then
D(Y1) =
d∑
s=1
λ˜s
{
DU˜1s[EY˜1s]2 + (EU˜1s)2[EY˜1s]2 + EU˜1sDY˜1s
}
(λ˜1 + λ˜2 + ...+ λ˜d)(1− p0)
−
{
d∑
s=1
λ˜sEU˜1s
(λ˜1 + ...+ λ˜d)(1− p0)
EY˜11s
}2
.
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In case when d = 1
D(Y1) =
DU˜11[EY˜11]2 + EU˜11DY˜11
1− p0 −
p0(EU˜11)2(EY˜11)2
(1− p0)2 .
Denote the c.d.f. of Y˜11s with Fs. Then for x ≥ 0,
FY1(x) =
d∑
s=1
R˜s∑
u=L˜s
Fu∗s (x)
λ˜sP(U˜1s = u)
(λ˜1 + ...+ λ˜d)(1− p0)
,
where 0 ≤ L˜s and R˜s = Rs are correspondingly the lower and the upper
end points of the distribution of U˜1s, s = 1, 2, ..., d.
F¯Y1(x) =
d∑
s=1
R˜s∑
u=L˜s
[1− Fu∗s (x)]
λ˜sP(U˜1s = u)
(λ˜1 + ...+ λ˜d)(1− p0)
. (36)
The independence between the coordinates is important for the following
form of the Laplace - Stieltjes transform
lY1(z) = gU11,...,U1d(lY˜111(z), lY˜112(z), ..., lY˜11d(z)) (37)
=
∑d
s=1
λ˜s
λ˜1+λ˜2+...+λ˜d
gU˜1s(lY˜11s(z))− p0
1− p0
and
lFI,Y1 (z) =
∑d
s=1 λ˜s[1− gU˜1s(lY˜11s(z))]
z
∑d
s=1 λ˜sEU˜1sEY˜11s
.
Corollary 5.1. For the risk process defined in (35) if EY˜11s < ∞ and
EU1s <∞, d = 1, 2, ..., d, then
a.) the safety loading is ρ = c∑d
s=1 λ˜sEU˜1sEY˜11s
− 1 and net profit condition is
c∑d
s=1 λ˜sEU˜1sEY˜11s
> 1.
b.) ψ(0) =
∑d
s=1 λ˜sEU˜1sEY˜11s
c and δ(0) = 1−
∑d
s=1 λ˜sEU˜1sEY˜11s
c .
c.) In case when the coordinates of
−→˜
Y 111 are independent, the distribution of
the deficit at the time of ruin with initial capital 0 is given by
P(−R(τ(0)+) ≤ x|τ(0) <∞) =
=
1∑d
s=1 λ˜sEU˜1sEY˜11s
d∑
s=1
R˜s∑
j=L˜s
λ˜sP(U˜1s = j)
∫ x
0
[1− F j∗s (y)]dy.
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and if additionally DY˜1s <∞ and DU1s <∞, d = 1, 2, ..., d
E(−R(τ(0)+)|τ(0) <∞) =
=
∑d
s=1 λ˜s
{
DU˜1s[EY˜1s]2 + (EU˜1s)2[EY˜1s]2 + EU˜1sDY˜1s
}
2
∑d
s=1 λ˜sEU˜1sEY˜1s
.
And for d = 1
E(−R(τ(0)+)|τ(0) <∞) = 1
2
[
(FIU˜11 + EU˜11)EY˜1s + FIY˜11
]
.
d.) For DY˜1s < ∞ and DU1s < ∞, d = 1, 2, ..., d the equation (5) gives us
immediately
E(τ(0)|τ(0) <∞) =
=
∑d
s=1 λ˜s
{
DU˜1s[EY˜1s]2 + (EU˜1s)2[EY˜1s]2 + EU˜1sDY˜1s
}
2
(∑d
s=1 λ˜sEU˜1sEY˜1s
)(
c−∑ds=1 λ˜sEU˜1sEY˜1s) .
And for d = 1
E(τ(0)|τ(0) <∞) = (FIU˜11 + EU˜11)EY˜11 + FIY˜11
2
(
c− λ˜EU˜11EY˜11
) .
e.) The joint distribution of the severity of (deficit at) ruin and the risk surplus
just before the ruin with initial capital zero is:
P(−R(τ(0)+) > x,R(τ(0)−) > y|τ(0) <∞) =
=
∑d
s=1
∑R˜s
j=L˜s
λ˜sP(U˜1s = j)
∫∞
x+y
[1− F j∗s (z)]dz∑d
s=1 λ˜sEU˜1sEY˜11s
.
f.) The distribution of the claim causing ruin (12) in this case is
P(R(τ(0)−)−R(τ(0)+) ≤ x|τ(0) <∞) =
=
1∑d
s=1 λ˜sEU˜1sEY˜11s
d∑
s=1
R˜s∑
j=L˜s
λ˜sP(U˜1s = j)
∫ x
0
ydF j∗s (y).
g.) For u > 0, δ(u) satisfy the following equation
δ′(u) =
(λ˜1 + λ˜2 + ...+ λ˜d)(1− p0)
c
. (38)
.
δ(u)− d∑
s=1
λ˜s
(λ˜1 + ...+ λ˜d)(1− p0)
Rs∑
j=L˜s
P(U˜1s = j)
∫ u
0
δ(u− y)dF j∗s (y)
 .
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h.) In case when the coordinates of
−→˜
Y 111 are independent, the Laplace-Stieltjes
transform of δ(u) is
lδ(s) =
1−
∑d
s=1 λ˜sEU˜1sEY˜11s
c
1− 1cs
∑d
s=1 λ˜s[1− gU˜1s(lY˜11s(z))]
.
i.) For all u ≥ 0, the defective renewal equation is
δ(u) = 1− 1
c
d∑
s=1
λ˜sEU˜1sEY˜11s +
+
1
c
d∑
s=1
R˜s∑
j=L˜s
λ˜sP(U˜1s = j)
∫ u
0
δ(u− y)[1− F j∗s (y)]dy.
and
ψ(u) =
1
c
d∑
s=1
λ˜sEU˜1sEY˜11s −
− 1
c
d∑
s=1
R˜s∑
j=L˜s
λ˜sP(U˜1s = j)
∫ x
0
[1− F j∗s (y)]dy
+
1
c
d∑
s=1
R˜s∑
j=L˜s
λ˜sP(U˜1s = j)
∫ u
0
ψ(u− y)[1− F j∗s (y)]dy.
k.)
G(0, y) = c
d∑
s=1
R˜s∑
j=L˜s
λ˜sP(U˜1s = j)
∫ x
0
[1− F j∗s (y)]dy.
Moreover
G(u, y) =
1
c
 d∑
s=1
R˜s∑
j=L˜s
λ˜sP(U˜1s = j)
∫ u
0
G(u− x, y)[1− F j∗s (x)]dx+
+
d∑
s=1
R˜s∑
j=L˜s
λ˜sP(U˜1s = j)
∫ u+y
u
[1− F j∗s (x)]dx
 , u ≥ 0.
l.) The small claim condition means that these exists the Cramer-Lundberg
exponent  > 0:
d∑
s=1
λ˜s[gU˜1s(lY˜11s(−))− P(U˜1s = 0)] = c.
and for this  the inequality (19) is satisfied, i.e. for all u ≥ 0, ψ(u) ≤ e−u.
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m.) If the small claim condition is satisfied and∑d
s=1
∑R˜s
j=L˜s
λ˜sP(U˜1s = j)
∫∞
0
xex[1− F j∗s (x)]dx∑d
s=1 λ˜sEU˜1sEY˜11s
<∞,
then the following Cramer-Lundberg approximation of the probability of
ruin holds
lim
u→∞ e
uψ(u) =
c−∑ds=1 λ˜sEU˜1sEY˜1s

∑d
s=1
∑R˜s
j=L˜s
λ˜sP(U˜1s = j)
∫∞
0
xex[1− F j∗s (x)]dx
.
n.) If Y1 belongs to the class D of dominatedly varying distributions, given the
net profit condition is satisfied,
lim
u→∞
ψ(u)∑d
s=1
∑R˜s
j=L˜s
λ˜sP(U˜1s = j)
∫∞
u
[1− F j∗s (z)]dz
=
=
∑d
s=1 λ˜sEU˜1sEY˜11s
c−∑ds=1 λ˜sEU˜1sEY˜11s .
6 Some particular cases
In this section we describe some examples of recently developed risk models
which are particular cases of the models discussed here and therefore particular
cases of the Cramer-Lundberg model.
Example 1. The Poisson risk process of order k. It is partially investigated
by Kostadinova [18]. In this model d = 1 and U1 and U˜1 are Uniformly dis-
tributed over the numbers 1, 2, ..., k. The last means that we have no possibility
for empty group and the number of claims can be any of the numbers 1, 2, ..., k
with equal probabilities.
Example 2. Polya-Aeppli or order k risk model investigated in Chukova and
Minkova [6]. In their model U˜11, U˜21, ... and U11, U21, ... are discrete truncated
geometrically distributed over the points {1, 2, ..., k} and independent r.vs.
P (U11 = i) =
p
1− (1− p)k (1− p)
i−1, gU1(s) =
zp(1− p)
1− (1− p)k .
1− (1− p)kzk
1− z(1− p) ,
EU11 =
1− (1− p)k(1 + kp)
p[1− (1− p)k] .
Again we have no possibility for empty group of claims.
Example 3. ”Multivariate” Poisson negative binomial risk process. For
d = 1 this model is partially investigated in Kostadinova [17]. In this model
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the numbers of the claims within the 1, 2, ..., d-th groups are dependent and
(U˜11,..., U˜1d), (U˜21, ..., U˜2d), ... are i.i.d. Negative multinomially distributed
with parameters(n; p1, p2, ..., pd), n ∈ N , ps ∈ (0, 1), s = 1, 2, ..., d and p1 + p2 +
...+ pd < 1. This model is a particular case of those considered in Section 4.
Example 4. ”Multivariate” Poisson negative binomial risk process with in-
dependent coordinates of the counting processes. Here U˜1s, U˜2s, ..., s = 1, 2, ..., d
are negative binomially distributed with parameters (ns, ps), ns ∈ N , ps ∈ (0, 1),
s = 1, 2, ..., d. In this case we have possibility for empty group. This model is a
particular case of those considered in Section 5. For d = 1, 2 it is particularly
investigated in Kostadinova and Minkova [20].
Example 5. Polya-Aeppli risk model. In these models U˜1s, U˜2s, ... , s =
1, 2, ..., d are i.i.d. Shifted negative binomially distributed with parameters (ns,
ps) and the coordinates of the counting processes are independent. For d = 1 and
n = 1 it is introduced and partially investigated by Minkova [25] and considered
again in [24]. For d = 2 see Kostadinova [19]. The theory for Polya-Aeppli
distributions could be seen e.g. in Johnson, Kotz and Kemp (1992).
Example 6. Compound compound Poisson risk model considered in Minkova
[24]. In that model d = 1 and U˜11 has arbitrary discrete distribution on the
non-negative integers.
Example 7. The Poisson model for combining different lines of business,
introduced in Wang [33] is a particular case of the model discussed in Section
4 because he allows no more than one claim to arrive within a group of a fixed
type. Another generalization of the model of Wang is that here we allow empty
groups.
Example 8. The Poisson model with common shock, considered in Cossete,
Marceau [3] is a particular case of the main model considered here with three
types of claims, d = 3. The claim arrival process is a generalization of Marshall-
Olkin process [22, 23]. See Figure 6. The processes
Nc,1 ∼ HPP (λ11 + λ12 + λ13 + λ123)
Nc,2 ∼ HPP (λ21 + λ22 + λ23 + λ123)
Nc,3 ∼ HPP (λ31 + λ32 + λ33 + λ123)
are dependent.
Fig. 4. Poisson model with common shock.
No more than one claim of a fixed type is possible within a group. There is no
possibility the group of all types to be simultaneously empty. The distribution
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of the claim numbers is the following
P (U11 = 1, U12 = 0, U13 = 0) =
λ11
λ0
, P (U11 = 0, U12 = 1, U13 = 0) =
λ22
λ0
,
P (U11 = 0, U12 = 0, U13 = 1) =
λ33
λ0
, P (U11 = 1, U12 = 1, U13 = 0) =
λ12
λ0
,
P (U11 = 1, U12 = 0, U13 = 1) =
λ13
λ0
, P (U11 = 0, U12 = 1, U13 = 1) =
λ23
λ0
,
P (U11 = 1, U12 = 1, U13 = 1) =
λ123
λ0
,
where λ0 = λ11 + λ22 + λ33 + λ13 + λ12 + λ23 + λ123 and N(t) ∼ HPP (λ0).
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